Paper pallets are valued for a number of attributes, including ISPM-15 compliance, sanitation, light weight and are 100% recyclable. They are great for one-way shipping applications and they can be easily customized to a variety of sizes and styles. Paper pallets are manufactured using corrugated, honeycomb or a combination of both depending on product need.

Paper pallets can help reduce shipping costs because they weigh only a fraction of wood or plastic pallets. On average they are 75% lighter, and require less fuel when transporting your product, reducing freight charges, price per pallet, and overall cost to deliver.

Our Design Solutions Team can recommend different options in order to optimize, strength, space, material and cost.

### 2-Way
Two-way pallets can be entered by forklifts or other handling aids either from their front or rear. They comprise of three basic elements: the top deck boards, the runners at the sides and the bottom deck boards or baseboards. Two-way pallets are very durable and can be less expensive than customized options.

### 4-Way
Four-way pallets can be entered from either end and both sides by both fork lifts and powered or manual pallet jacks. This allows the operator greater ease to maneuver within a distribution or storage environment and provides for better utilization in transit. It is another low cost option compared to specialty pallets.

### Hybrid
Hybrid pallets are made from corrugated and honeycomb decks, runners and blocks. Utilizing a combination of these materials offers many options for heavy load volume and deck thickness, which provides stiffness from potential bending or bowing from weight.

### All Honeycomb
Honeycomb pallets can handle heavy load volume and can be made with a variety of deck, and block thicknesses. Honeycomb material allows customization so these pallet options are often more cost effective, but offer the needed load performance.

### All Corrugated
Corrugated pallets are excellent for extremely heavy loads and hold up very well in rigorous shipping and warehouse environments. They work well when more reliance on blocks than decks are needed.

### Round
Round pallets are specifically designed for round and cylindrical applications such as fabric, foam and films that to need ship on-end.

### Low Profile
Low Profile pallets are shorter and lighter than standard pallets, but still can support heavy load volume. They allow for more product to be shipped with less storage space for the pallet.

### Specialty
Specialty pallets are designed to fit loads which do not conform well to standard pallet sizes and shapes. They are customized using different components, pads, pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA) and unique die-cuts.
Features
- 65 – 75% much lighter than wood pallets
- 100% recyclable
- Exempt from export restrictions
- Clean and dust free
- Lower transportation costs
- Eliminates need for slip sheet
- No nails or wood splinters
- Mold resistant
- No fire retardants
- Price can be comparable to wood pallets
- May take less storage space than wood or other pallet systems

Applications
- Furniture
- Textile
- Pharmaceutical
- Consumer goods
- Industrial goods
- Paper rolls
- Overseas Shipping
- One-way distribution to retail

Options
- Variety of deck, feet and runner sizes
- Variety of materials – honeycomb, corrugated
- Specialty die-cuts
- Material combinations
- Custom designed
- Variety of deck, feet and runner thicknesses

Locations

MULTI-WALL HEADQUARTERS
50 Taylor Drive East Providence, RI 02916
Phone: (401) 434–1070
Fax: (401) 438–5203
www.multiwall.com

East Providence, RI (800) 992–4166
Salisbury, NC (800) 338–3521
Martinsville, VA (800) 990–8212
Danville, VA (800) 558–7078
Gary, IN (833) 227–3947
West Monroe, LA (318) 388–5061
Greer, SC (864) 879–3535

Our Company

For more than eighty years, Multi-Wall Packaging has been serving diverse markets throughout North America, providing custom designed and manufactured protective packaging products. As a recognized leader in our industry we are proud of our history of growth through product innovation, unsurpassed design, reliable delivery and customer service.

Industries we cater to:
- Office & residential furniture
- Commercial refrigeration
- Food & consumer
- Building products
- Appliances
- Automotive
- Glass
- HVAC

Design Lab & Testing

Multi-Wall’s design solutions team utilizes our extensive protective packaging product line to create packaging that reduces cost and damages for our customers. Our ISTA certified lab and design center allows us to simulate the rigors of shipping and handling, ensuring that all products meet applicable transport packaging standards.